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storage ottomans

For solitary working or social desking, the Affix modular ottoman system 
features a sophisticated design ideal for the modern office. Pull up a seat, 
pull together a meeting, or put together an extra workspace. Stacked or 
spread out, Affix lets you work in style. 

affix
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endless possibilities

affix
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Affix Single 
Storage Ottoman 
Perfect for one. Each modular 
ottoman offers ample space 
to use as a chair, footrest or 
versatile tabletop. Comes with 
two functional storage leafs great 
for stashing clutter.

1 ottoman 3.2 yds 
2 leafs  2.0 yds

28” D  18” H
30 lbs

list
$ 1900.00

Affix Double 
Storage Ottoman 
Like the single set, times two. 
Great for tiny apartments or work 
spaces. Combine it to make a 
compact coffee table, stack it to 
create a counter-height tabletop 
or standing desk, or separate it 
to use it as extra seating when 
guests arrive. Comes with two 
functional storage leafs great for 
stashing clutter. 

2 ottomans 5.8 yds 
2 leafs  2.0 yds

18” H  28” W  48” L
60 lbs

list
$ 2900.00

Affix Triple 
Storage Ottoman
A coffee table that transforms 
into a standing desk or social 
seating. Extra pieces give you 
the space and flexibility to work, 
lounge, entertain, or stash clutter. 
Comes with three removable 
leafs providing functional storage.

3 ottomans 8.5 yds 
3 leafs  2.8 yds

18” H  42” W  56” L
90 lbs

list
$ 4300.00

Affix Quad 
Storage Ottoman 
The ottoman set is based on 
the four-in-one configuration. 
The quad is comprised of eight 
multifunctional pieces that can 
be combined or detached as you 
like, with four removable leafs 
that provide functional storage. 
The quad is popular for rec 
rooms in the home, client lounges 
or meeting rooms in the office, or 
any larger space. 

4 ottomans 11.2 yds 
4 leafs  3.6 yds

18” H  42” W  56” L
120 lbs

list
$ 5700.00

module sets

Stacking recommendation of two modules.

affix
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Affix 
Half Ottoman 
A ottoman for smaller spaces, 
the half-size can become a seat, 
footrest, stool, or table. It works 
on its own or with our full-size 
storage ottomans, allowing for 
even more configurations.

1.6 yds 

9” H  24” W  28” L
15 lbs

list
$ 1100.00

module sets

affix
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Affix Storage 
Ottoman Leaf 
These great-looking pieces 
provide functional storage 
for stashing magazines and 
other potential clutter, and they 
make excellent shelves or even 
headrests. The leafs fit flush in 
the cutout area of the ottoman, 
and they also can be used on 
their own.

1.0 yd 

9” H  7.75” W  19.8” L
2 lbs

list
$ 340.00

Affix Storage 
Ottoman 
Table Top
Creates a place to eat lunch, 
serve drinks and snacks, 
use anytime you need a hard 
surface. The reversible table 
top is handmade from beautiful 
solid wood and is designed to 
complement the clean lines of the 
Moduli ottoman pieces.

75” H  28” D
8 lbs

list 
$ 320.00

accessories

affix
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clear coat
birch plywood

charcoal woolen khaki blue chalk

wood finishes

Our pieces are finished in durable commercial-grade fabric for easy 
cleanup and damage protection. The color scheme features three neutral 
shades along with five highlight colors designed to blend beautifully with 
existing decor. 

We accept  
COM and COL 
8-12 weeks

fabric options
Quick ship 
4-6 weeks
Fabric samples available  
upon request.

100% polyester

Abrasion: 
100,000 double rubs

materials and finishes

affix

charcoal woolen khaki

ottoman

leaf

Contact for additional custom inquries. info@moduli.com
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Affix Single 
Storage Ottoman  
in Charcoal 
Perfect for one. Each modular 
ottoman offers ample space 
to use as a chair, footrest or 
versatile tabletop. Comes with 
two functional storage leafs great 
for stashing clutter.

1 ottoman 3.2 yds 
2 leafs  2.0 yds

28” D  18” H

woolen

1-b

charcoal

1-a

khaki

1-c

chalk

1-e

blue

1-d
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woolen

2-b

charcoal

2-a

khaki

2-c

chalk

2-e

blue

2-d

Affix Single 
Storage Ottoman  
in Woolen 
Perfect for one. Each modular 
ottoman offers ample space 
to use as a chair, footrest or 
versatile tabletop. Comes with 
two functional storage leafs great 
for stashing clutter.

1 ottoman 3.2 yds 
2 leafs  2.0 yds

28” D  18” H
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woolen

3-b

charcoal

3-a

khaki

3-c

chalk

3-e

blue

3-d

Affix Single 
Storage Ottoman  
in Khaki 
Perfect for one. Each modular 
ottoman offers ample space 
to use as a chair, footrest or 
versatile tabletop. Comes with 
two functional storage leafs great 
for stashing clutter.

1 ottoman 3.2 yds 
2 leafs  2.0 yds

28” D  18” H
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woolen

7-b

charcoal

7-a

khaki

7-c

chalk

7-e

blue

7-d

Affix Single 
Storage Ottoman 
Table in Charcoal 
Each modular ottoman offers 
ample space to use as a tabletop 
and versatile storage. The wood 
lid provides a great working 
surface, with accessible storage 
underneath. Comes with two 
functional leafs perfect for 
stashing additional clutter.

1 ottoman table 4.25 yds 
2 leafs  2.0 yds

28” D  18” H
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woolen

8-b

charcoal

8-a

khaki

8-c

chalk

8-e

blue

8-d

Affix Single 
Storage Ottoman 
Table in Woolen 
Each modular ottoman offers 
ample space to use as a tabletop 
and versatile storage. The wood 
lid provides a great working 
surface, with accessible storage 
underneath. Comes with two 
functional leafs perfect for 
stashing additional clutter.

1 ottoman table 4.25 yds 
2 leafs  2.0 yds

28” D  18” H
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woolen

9-b

charcoal

9-a

khaki

9-c

chalk

9-e

blue

9-d

Affix Single 
Storage Ottoman 
Table in Khaki 
Each modular ottoman offers 
ample space to use as a tabletop 
and versatile storage. The wood 
lid provides a great working 
surface, with accessible storage 
underneath. Comes with two 
functional leafs perfect for 
stashing additional clutter.

1 ottoman table 4.25 yds 
2 leafs  2.0 yds

28” D  18” H
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Affix Double 
Storage Ottoman  
in Charcoal 
Like the single set, times two. 
Great for tiny apartments or work 
spaces. Combine it to make a 
compact coffee table, stack it to 
create a counter-height tabletop 
or standing desk, or separate it 
to use it as extra seating when 
guests arrive. Comes with two 
functional storage leafs great for 
stashing clutter. 

2 ottomans 5.8 yds 
2 leafs  2.0 yds

18” H  28” W  48” L

woolen

1,1-b,b

charcoal

1,1-a,a

khaki

1,1-c,c

chalk

1,1-e,e

blue

1,1-d,d
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woolen

2,2-b,b

charcoal

2,2-a,a

khaki

2,2-c,c

chalk

2,2-e,e

blue

2,2-d,d

Affix Double 
Storage Ottoman  
in Woolen 
Like the single set, times two. 
Great for tiny apartments or work 
spaces. Combine it to make a 
compact coffee table, stack it to 
create a counter-height tabletop 
or standing desk, or separate it 
to use it as extra seating when 
guests arrive. Comes with two 
functional storage leafs great for 
stashing clutter. 

2 ottoman 5.8 yds 
2 leafs  2.0 yds

18” H  28” W  48” L
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Affix Double 
Storage Ottoman  
in Khaki 
Like the single set, times two. 
Great for tiny apartments or work 
spaces. Combine it to make a 
compact coffee table, stack it to 
create a counter-height tabletop 
or standing desk, or separate it 
to use it as extra seating when 
guests arrive. Comes with two 
functional storage leafs great for 
stashing clutter. 

2 ottoman 5.8 yds 
2 leafs  2.0 yds

18” H  28” W  48” L

woolen

3,3-b,b

charcoal

3,3-a,a

khaki

3,3-c,c

chalk

3,3-e,e

blue

3,3-d-d
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woolen

7,1-b,b

charcoal

7,1-a,a

khaki

7,1-c,c

chalk

7,1-e,e

blue

7,1-d,d

Affix Double 
Storage Ottoman 
Table in Charcoal 
Great for tiny apartments or work 
spaces, it combines a tabletop 
with storage and ottoman seat. 
Stack it to create a counter-height 
tabletop or standing desk, then 
separate it to use as extra seating 
when guests arrive. Comes with 
two functional storage leafs great 
for stashing clutter.

1 ottoman 3.2 yds
1 ottoman table 4.25 yds
2 leafs  2.0 yds

18” H  28” W  48” L
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woolen

8,2-b,b

charcoal

8,2-a,a

khaki

8,2-c,c

chalk

8,2-e,e

blue

8,2-d,d

Affix Double 
Storage Ottoman 
Table in Woolen 
Great for tiny apartments or work 
spaces, it combines a tabletop 
with storage and ottoman seat. 
Stack it to create a counter-
height tabletop or standing 
desk, then separate it to use 
as extra seating when guests 
arrive. Comes with two functional 
storage leafs great for  
stashing clutter.

1 ottoman 3.2 yds
1 ottoman table 4.25 yds
2 leafs  2.0 yds

18” H  28” W  48” L
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Affix Double 
Storage Ottoman 
Table in Khaki 
Great for tiny apartments or work 
spaces, it combines a tabletop 
with storage and ottoman seat. 
Stack it to create a counter-
height tabletop or standing 
desk, then separate it to use 
as extra seating when guests 
arrive. Comes with two functional 
storage leafs great for  
stashing clutter.

1 ottoman 3.2 yds
1 ottoman table 4.25 yds
2 leafs  2.0 yds

18” H  28” W  48” L

woolen

9,3-b,b

charcoal

9,3-a,a

khaki

9,3-c,c

chalk

9,3-e,e

blue

9,3-d-d
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Affix Triple 
Storage Ottoman 
in Charcoal 
A coffee table that transforms 
into a standing desk or social 
seating. Extra pieces give you 
the space and flexibility to work, 
lounge, entertain, or stash clutter. 
Comes with three removable 
leafs providing functional storage.

3 ottomans 8.5 yds 
3 leafs  2.8 yds

18” H  42” W  56” L

woolen

1,1,1-b,b,b

charcoal

1,1,1-a,a,a

khaki

1,1,1-c,c,c

chalk

1,1,1-e,e,e

blue

1,1,1-d,d,d
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woolen

2,2,2-b,b,b

charcoal

2,2,2-a,a,a

khaki

2,2,2-c,c,c

chalk

2,2,2-e,e,e

blue

2,2,2-d,d,d

Affix Triple 
Storage Ottoman 
in Woolen 
A coffee table that transforms 
into a standing desk or social 
seating. Extra pieces give you 
the space and flexibility to work, 
lounge, entertain, or stash clutter. 
Comes with three removable 
leafs providing functional storage.

3 ottomans 8.5 yds 
3 leafs  2.8 yds

18” H  42” W  56” L
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woolen

3,3,3-b,b,b

charcoal

3,3,3-a,a,a

khaki

3,3,3-c,c,c

chalk

3,3,3-e,e,e

blue

3,3,3-d,d,d

Affix Triple 
Storage Ottoman 
in Khaki 
A coffee table that transforms 
into a standing desk or social 
seating. Extra pieces give you 
the space and flexibility to work, 
lounge, entertain, or stash clutter. 
Comes with three removable 
leafs providing functional storage.

3 ottomans 8.5 yds 
3 leafs  2.8 yds

18” H  42” W  56” L
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Affix Quad 
Storage Ottoman 
in Charcoal 
The ottoman set is based on 
the four-in-one configuration. 
The quad is comprised of eight 
multifunctional pieces that can 
be combined or detached as you 
like, with four removable leafs 
that provide functional storage. 
The quad is popular for rec 
rooms in the home, client lounges 
or meeting rooms in the office, or 
any larger space. 

4 ottomans 11.2 yds 
4 leafs  3.6 yds

18” H  42” W  56” L

woolen

1,1,1,1-b,b,b,b

charcoal

1,1,1,1-a,a,a,a

khaki

1,1,1,1-c,c,c,c

chalk

1,1,1,1-e,e,e,e

blue

1,1,1,1-d,d,d,d
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woolen

2,2,2,2-b,b,b,b

charcoal

2,2,2,2-a,a,a,a

khaki

2,2,2,2-c,c,c,c

chalk

2,2,2,2-e,e,e,e

blue

2,2,2,2-d,d,d,d

Affix Quad 
Storage Ottoman 
in Woolen 
The ottoman set is based on 
the four-in-one configuration. 
The quad is comprised of eight 
multifunctional pieces that can 
be combined or detached as you 
like, with four removable leafs 
that provide functional storage. 
The quad is popular for rec 
rooms in the home, client lounges 
or meeting rooms in the office, or 
any larger space. 

4 ottomans 11.2 yds 
4 leafs  3.6 yds

18” H  42” W  56” L
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woolen

3,3,3,3-b,b,b,b

charcoal

3,3,3,3-a,a,a,a

khaki

3,3,3,3-c,c,c,c

chalk

3,3,3,3-e,e,e,e

blue

3,3,3,3-d,d,d,d

Affix Quad 
Storage Ottoman 
in Khaki 
The ottoman set is based on 
the four-in-one configuration. 
The quad is comprised of eight 
multifunctional pieces that can 
be combined or detached as you 
like, with four removable leafs 
that provide functional storage. 
The quad is popular for rec 
rooms in the home, client lounges 
or meeting rooms in the office, or 
any larger space. 

4 ottomans 11.2 yds 
4 leafs  3.6 yds

18” H  42” W  56” L
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Affix 
Half Ottoman 
A ottoman for smaller spaces, 
the half-size can become a seat, 
footrest, stool, or table. It works on 
its own or with our full-size storage 
ottomans, allowing for even  
more configurations.

1 half ottoman 1.6 yds 

9” H  24” W  28” L

woolen

5

charcoal

4

khaki

6
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woolen

8l

charcoal

7l

khaki

9l
Affix
Half Ottoman
with Legs 
A ottoman for smaller spaces, 
the half-size can become a seat, 
footrest, stool, or table. It works on 
its own or with our full-size storage 
ottomans, allowing for even  
more configurations.

1 half ottoman 1.6 yds 

18” H  24” W  28” L
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Affix Storage  
Ottoman Leaf  
These great-looking pieces 
provide functional storage 
for stashing magazines and 
other potential clutter, and they 
make excellent shelves or even 
headrests. The leafs fit flush in 
the cutout area of the ottoman, 
and they also can be used on 
their own.

1.0 yd

9” H  7.75” W  19.8” L

woolen

b

charcoal

a

khaki

c

chalk

e

blue

d
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Thanks for your interest 
in moduli and feel free 
to contact us anytime.

Contact for additional custom 
inquries. info@moduli.com

Order today at moduli.com


